
Company responses to outstanding questions from Q3 2013 conference call

1. How do you feel about your chances of getting approved by NASDAQ?

According to published NASDAQ requirements, the Company meets all criteria with three 
exceptions: that the S-1, as well as any other SEC filing made during the past 12-months, 
is current and complete; that there be three independent Board members appointed to 
the Audit Committee; and that the closing price per share is at or above $3.00 for five 
consecutive trading days. All three issues are being addressed.

2. If not what is Plan B as it applies to listing on a senior exchange?

We will address that situation if and when we need to. For now, NASDAQ U.S. is the most 
expedient and cost effective means to get shares listed onto NASDAQ OMX in Sweden. 
Our confidence remains keen that we will attain our goal. 

3. In light of the poor reception to the bond offering are there alternative plans 
for external sources of funding?

I would not characterize the first private placement as having a poor reception. We made 
that first offering to a small, select pool, and 135 units were subscribed. Yes, there are 
alternative plans.

4. You mentioned that you would reduce capital outlays depending on success or 
lack of the bond offering; are you committed to live up to this promise?

Reducing capital expense, scaling back certain purchases, these both remain options to 
the extent that they do not curtail performance. 

5. What is the status of the S1?

We have completed answers to the latest iteration of questions from the SEC, generated 
by the original application, our amendment filed September 30, 2013, and our Q3 results, 
and should be filing this amendment shortly with the SEC.

6. What are your revenue and EPS projections for the remainder of the year and 
for 2014?

We will issue guidance for 2014 during early 2014, as is customary. Guidance for 2013 
remains unchanged, though it may be refined or revised as the timing of certain business 
operations is revealed.

7. What is your dividend plan for this year?

The Board of Directors is currently weighing its dividend policy for 2013, considering the 
conditions outlined throughout this Q&A. It is not a matter of if a dividend will be an-
nounced; rather it is a matter of when an announcement can be made.

We originally planned to announce the dividend in December. However, several of the 
company’s current initiatives are interdependent, such that it may be prudent to finalize 
some before announcing others.
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8. Why has the company regularly failed to file quarterly SEC statement on time?

There are no penalties or black marks for filing within the automatically granted five day 
extension period. We’ve endeavored to put out a clear and complete 10-Q. I think we 
have succeeded. In addition, the Company continues to improve on the time required 
to convert its financial reports into SEC compliant XBRL format, which for all intents and 
purposes takes away several days that were typically available to us when filing before the 
ruling took effect. 

9. Why has the company failed to appoint a qualified CFO after all this time?

We have not failed. The Company will announce a most suitable CFO at the proper time.

10. Is there a possibility of a stock buy back in the near future?

Yes. I am not sure what “near future” means, but the Company’s first priority is funding 
its budgeted capital development projects and becoming cash flow positive. Then, share 
buybacks become an attractive proposition.

11. Do you have plans to issue stock in the next six months / year?

The Company is engaged in several financing initiatives, and very many on-going opera-
tional projects. In any case, we are at the tail end of needing funds from external sources. 

12. Why hasn’t the company been able to sign any new contracts?

The Company made some strategic decisions with respect to resource allocation, primarily 
designed to optimize business for 2014 and beyond. When moving from a “demonstration 
farm” model toward one of larger scale operations, there comes with this a longer time 
frame to establish partnerships, financing, etc. that results in less shorter-term gains, but 
establishes stronger, healthier gains for the long-term.

13. You have mentioned that the company has not received a fair valuation. 
What steps are you taking now to fix this, and what do you feel would be a fair 
valuation for the company in terms of its PE multiple?

I don’t think it’s appropriate for a CEO to pinpoint any valuation. The main step we are 
taking for the Company’s future is building a large asset base of integrated businesses 
that perform well, creating high quality, sustainable earnings and value.

We are also seeking to improve the Company’s visibility and eligibility in the marketplace 
by uplisting the Company’s shares, with our major aim to cross list to the more senior 
NASDAQ OMX exchange in Sweden. We intend to open an office in Sweden.

In addition, success in financing will greatly enhance the Company’s flexibility.

14. The company has deposited a 56% equity stake for Prawn Farm 1. Does that 
mean SIAF will receive 56% of the profits generated in Q4?

Before the SJVC is finalized revenue generated from Prawn Farm I comes from:

Management Feesa. 

Resale of prawns from Prawn Farm I to wholesalers at a margin, andb. 

Consulting and Service fees generated during further expansion of Prawn Farm I prior   c. 
 to the final official formation of the SJVC
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15. How much of the Wholesale Center 1 + 2 profits belong to SIAF?

This is the same answer as above for Prawn Farm I.

16. Do we have a partner for the Abattoir? What is their interest? Did Garwor 
pay their fair share for this development?

The abattoir is owned by SJAP. SIAF is the funding partner. We will continue to use SJAP’s 
current consolidation of accounting treatment.

17. Does SJAP have to acquire the land use rights before it can be spun off?

If and when SJAP were to be spun off, the current business operations and assets would 
remain in place.

18. Do you need to appoint a third independent director in order to qualify for 
the NASDAQ listing? If so, why the delay?

Yes, NASDAQ requires three independent directors to sit on a listed Company’s Audit  
Committee. We will make this appointment without delaying the NASDAQ process. It is 
only a one day process, and we have qualified persons available to be selected.

19. Total deposits of $85M is much higher than market cap of $55M. Is this a 
world record Solomon?

Perhaps, the Company has set many world records. We are executing the five year plan 
which formed the basis of shareholder investment. The asset base is on track to meet the 
target of $500M.

20. You project 2014 revenue of 200MM for SJAP. Does Garwor receive 55% of 
profit after tax? What estimated gross and net profit will SIAF get?

Within the VIE structure, SIAF owns 45% of SJAP, though it has a majority of the Board 
members. The Company anticipates that upon any IPO spin out of SJAP, the corporate 
structure would change.

21. What will the proceeds for the second bond be used for? Why do you try to 
float such a large second bond for $76MM when the first bond for $16MM was 
not well received?

The Company is engaged in several alternatives. There are no final numbers. In the pre-
pared remarks, I mentioned that the Company is learning that it pays to cultivate larger 
fish. We shall see.

22. It seems that PF2 will have 10 open dams to grow out prawns. Will PF2 com-
pete with PF1 in the future for growing out prawns instead of producing prawn 
fingerlings? Will it not be much more productive and space saving to use indoor 
grow-out tanks instead of the open dams?   

PF2 will produce fries, fingerlings and grown out prawns. This is not competition, but sim-
ply additional Company wide capacity.
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23. Fish Farm 1 sold prawns for $12/kg. Will Prawn Farm 1 or Fish Farm 1 pro-
duce green prawns or giant prawns in the future? What do you expect will be the 
average price for prawns sold from these farms?

Currently all prawn sales are to wholesale markets that set daily wholesale prices. We 
see an up-trend in prices from now to April 2014 to as high as US$16 / Kg during winter 
months. I think 2014 will be a very good year for prawns.

24. Why can’t you give full year guidance in press releases when you report 
earnings, like normal companies?

Like others in this list, I am a little unsure about characterizations such as “normal.”  
Primarily, the Company lets its growth numbers speak for themselves, on a quarterly  
basis. Revenue and earnings guidance is generally issued once per year, in the early  
portion of that year. We are proud of our results and expect to be once again in 2014. So 
reiteration may be a good idea.

We are still a dynamic and growing company. All projects to date serve demonstration 
purposes expected to lead the way to much bigger projects. These are exciting times; 
therefore, it is more interesting to keep the chapter turning as we go.
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